
Greenvale May 2015  

 

In the absence of our usual photographer Max Lee, and his sometimes-substitute Ivan Spiller, I offer the 

following record of the day. 

Greenvale, old and new 

Greenvale always pleases with its scenic charms, and on this occasion the weather too was excellent. 

It further delighted a large attendance of Vintagers by having all the target stations arranged along the road, 

meaning that I, and my fellow geriatrics, could enjoy Greenvale’s hills by looking at them instead of 

suffering on them. For all those who stayed away because of their fear of the terror terrain, check next time 

whether this layout will be more than a flash in the pan. 

On the other hand, tradition was not ignored, and a few early stations were set to ‘challenge’ us by shooting 

directly into the sun. Personally I am one of those few people who do not appreciate a ‘challenge’ for its 

own sake, unlike many who constantly and loudly proclaim their love of such difficulties. 

If I enjoyed a ‘challenge’ I would drive a horse and buggy instead of a car. If I wanted to simply pretend to 

enjoy a ‘challenge’ (like most of my contemporaries) I would drive a manual instead of an automatic car. 

I therefore find it incredible those who profess to “enjoy a challenge” mostly drive automatic cars. They may 

even, on non-Vintager occasions, shoot semi-auto guns as well if some long-gone-but-never forgotten 

politician had not stolen all the autos. (That same devil-pollie turned every small businessman into an unpaid 

tax collector with his Grab Snatch and Take tax, but I will not name him and soil these pages.) 

But back to the glories of Greenvale. The day started early, so much earlier in fact that several members of 

squads I and 2 choked on their pre-shoot coffee. (Which I will blame for stand #1 cleaning me, instead of me 

cleaning it.) 

Squad 2 

This squad enjoyed the writer’s 

company and is therefore the subject of  

most of these observations. The squad 

took a somewhat cavalier approach to 

the rules. While Vintagers loosely  

follow ‘Simulated Field Rules’, our 

squad, and perhaps others, decided that 

‘the rules are, that there are no rules’. 

Fortunately some interesting firearms 

distracted those concerned with rules. 

A pair to drool over (Don’t salivate 

yet gentlemen, read on.) 

Barry Batagol brought his matched 

pair of Famars, as well as his nephew 

Travis Keating, to whom he loaned 

one of the pair. Both Uncle and nephew shot well, Travis showing wisdom beyond his years by ensuring that 

Uncle Barry scored higher, giving himself every chance of another visit! 

This matched pair of Famars+ have some unusual features, although of Italian manufacture they were 

originally sold in 1972 by Maison du Chaseur & Mahhillon Reunis of Brussels, who are also manufacturers 

of firearms in their own right. 

Still in their original case, these models are unusual for that period in having external hammers, yet being 

both self-cocking and ejecting. (A fad recently offered by several other manufacturers catering to a 

somewhat demented but growing demand.) 



These Famars have several other mainly aesthetic features, the highly polished sideplates are completely 

plain, and all the more distinctive for it. Barry mentioned that totally plain actions cannot show any 

markings which engraving may conceal. (I can imagine all the owners of heavily engraved guns reaching for 

a jewellers’ eyeglass to peruse their love objects – or 

their guns - more closely!) 

The Famar top levers are deeply engraved, depicting 

a dragon and symbolising the Chinese introduction of 

gunpowder, from which all our guns sprang. This 

extremely deep engraving also gives an incredibly 

coarse non-slip effect. 

Clive Haug was ‘No 1 in our No 2 squad’, shooting 

exceedingly well a very nice round-actioned 

Dickson, previously owned by Barry. Clive will 

need to watch his scoring should he anticipate future  

purchases, as it is never pleasant for an ex-owner to 

see a gun performing better for a new owner. 

(Some readers may think anyone changing from an 

an English boxlock to a hammer gun may next seek 

a car with a vertical windscreen.) 

 

A Miracle! 

Still on Squad 2, readers may recall me mentioning 

of the passing of my beloved George Creighton 

English boxlock. 

Then welcome back from the dead not the owner, 

although the appearance may deceive, but my first 

love, the ‘hoop-iron’ George Creighton from 

Carlisle. 

Since the recent separation from my once-loved 

AYA sidelock, and while I await a new love, 

“George” has been resurrected, albeit with some 

little trepidation. (I must always fire the right lock 

first to avoid doubling!!) 

I should apologise if my beautiful old gun with its 

hand-made iron straps mending its totally cracked butt, a chronically ill R.H. lock, and a generally forlorn 

appearance, made the owners of the previously mentioned guns a little envious. 

Regarding online partnering etc, the AYA was sold via Bill Hailes’ “OZGUNSALES” - an advertising 

supporter of “Hammers Back” which has proved very effective. 

 

 

Other squads  



Tony Brown flourishes his AYA #1, watched by 

Greenvale President Rod Pratt. 

 

A delightful pair full of English charm - that on the left is a 

Webley & Scott boxlock, on the right a William Evans 

sidelock. The equally delightful pair owners are Rochelle 

Hunt and Angela Borg respectively. 

 

No 2 squad was graced with a scorer/trap operator Alana Vondra, who so 

often accompanies her Husband Victor and his other love, his 1927 

Bothwell boxlock, to our meetings. 

 

Not one for multi-skilling, and struggling to keep up with 

my squad, only two other squads caught my attention: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


